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Cambodia Report
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Background
Safety When It Matters (SWIM Cambodia) aim is to reduce the death and injury caused by childhood
drowning injury in Cambodia by teaching Water Safety and Resuscitation skills.
From the largest household survey in Cambodia, it was found that:
•

Drowning is the leading cause of child death for children aged 1 to 17 in Cambodia.

•

The drowning rate in Cambodia is highest in 2 year olds.

•

2094 Cambodian children die from drowning each year1

SWIM Cambodia registered as a UK charity (CIO) in 2015. SWIM Cambodia have built partnerships
with iCAN British International School (iCAN) and Youth Star, a volunteer programme, in Cambodia.
Achievements
Over the last year, SWIM Cambodia volunteer trainers educated a total of 1164 people in Water
Safety and Resuscitation skills, 939 children from the age 7 and 225 adult caregivers.
In July 2017, SWIM Cambodia trainers from iCAN taught a new cohort of 12 Youth Star volunteers, to
become SWIM trainers. Youth Star went on to teach children 567 children and 78 adults in rural
provinces, Kampong Thom, Kratchie and Prey Veng. In the last year, SWIM Cambodia trainers from
iCAN taught 372 children and 147 adult caregivers. SWIM Cambodia delivered teaching working with
M’lop Tapang in Sihnoukville and Cambodian Children’s Fund (CCF) in Phnom Penh.

Number of people educated in Water Safety & Resuscitation skills
2017/18
Youth Star
Children
Adults
Total

567
78
645

New Trainers

13

Total Trainers

21

iCAN & Youth
Star
49
53
102

iCAN
323
94
417

TOTAL
Children
Adults
Total

939
225
1164
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Teaching children resuscitation skills

In Cambodia, most children who die from drowning are under four years of age.1
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The graph above shows the number of children and adults educated by SWIM Cambodia.
Water Safety education is taught using the Aquatic Survival Programme2 in classes of children and
caregivers. Key water safety messages are depicted through large flash cards, separated into three
themes; 1. Spot the dangers 2. Keep yourself safe and 3. Keep others safe. Real-life objects, such as
rope, sticks, life jackets and water containers are used to demonstrate rescue methods which
improve safety. The students are encouraged to also act out each method to prevent multiple
drownings which is common-place in Cambodia. The themes have translated and contextualised for
use in Cambodia.
Handouts are given to all
who are receive
Water Safety education

.
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Working in Partnership
SWIM Cambodia volunteer trainers. Working in partnership with iCAN British International School and Youth Star
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Cardio-Pulmonary Resuscitation (CPR) skills are
taught using a RNLI First Aid manual designed for
low and middle income countries3. which follow
the European Resuscitation 2015 guidelines for
drowning. The majority of people in Cambodia
do not know scientific resuscitation methods and
continue to try traditional methods of
resuscitation after drowning. This includes
hanging the person up by the legs, jumping and
putting the non-responsive person over the
shoulder and running around in a circle. Video
footage of this can be seen on social media from
Cambodia. Our trainers have, so far, found very
little resistance to students’ co-operation in
resuscitation teaching and practice of scenarios.

Monitoring and Evaluation
Volunteer SWIM trainers are taught the importance of monitoring and evaluation and interview five
children before each class begins. The interviews gain demographic information and ask a set of
questions to understand pre-existing Water Safety knowledge. The same five children are followedup after six months to ask the same Water Safety questions. This measures knowledge retention of
key water safety themes. Results can be found in Water Safety report in Appendix 1.
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Monitoring and Evaluation
A SWIM trainer interviews a student on water safety knowledge and asks questions about her water behaviours
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Activities & Outcomes 2017/18
Safety When It Matters (SWIM Cambodia) trained
12 new volunteer SWIM trainers, mobilized in
partnership with Youth Star. This brings a total of
21 volunteers to teach Water Safety and CPR
Number of people educated over the year:
• 939 children aged 7 to 17
• 225 adult caregivers
• 1164 total
Total number of people educated:
2015/16 57 2016/17

276

2017/18 1164 people

Partnership work:
iCAN British International School, Youth Star, M’Lop
Tapang, Cambodian Children’s Fund, Royal National
Lifeboat Institute, Nile Swimmers and Speedo Swim
Generation
£8477 raised from individual donations.
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Volunteer training

SWIM Cambodia Accounts
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Accounts Report

Safety When It Matters 2017/18 Consolidated statement of financial activities
Financial period: 01.04.2017 to 31.03.2018
Activity

Prior Year Funds
2016/17

2017/18

Income from generated funds - unrestricted
Donations

£2,153.09

£8,477.14

Corporate Funds

£11,500.00

£0.00

Subtotal

£13,653.09

£8,477.14

Training

£1,730.10

£1,053.13

Resources

£1,216.54

£1,177.89

Volunteer / Community Expenses

£1,200.17

£510.52

Raising funds

£272.00

£107.99

Bank Charges/Currency

£27.60

£18.49

Miscellaneous

£0.00

£33.49

IT / Web

£0.00

£238.74

Subtotal

£4,446.41

£3,140.25

Expenditure

Income

£8,477.14

Expenditure

3140.25

TOTAL

5336.89

Brought forward from Prior Year

£330.32

TOTAL funds carried forward

£9,501.68
£14,838.57

Fundraising and Events
SWIM Cambodia continued partnership with Speedo International with the Speedo Swim
Generation, a global initiative that works towards a world where everyone everywhere has the right
to be able to swim. See Appendix 2. The International Water Safety Foundation (IWSF) is focused on
raising awareness about the global drowning pandemic, building a culture of learning to swim, and
preventing drownings. The IWSF raised £5,181.68 for SWIM Cambodia through their ‘Tread-a-thon’,
a treading water event. See Appendix 3.
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Resuscitation skills
Teaching about Water Safety to adult caregivers at a pagoda

Learning and plans
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The SWIM trainers are now equipped to engage more communities through partnership work such
as through the community education provided by Youth Star volunteers. SWIM Cambodia are
looking at strategic planning and exploring appropriate partnerships for extended delivery of Water
Safety and Resuscitation training.
SWIM Cambodia is aiming to secure funding to recruit and mobilise a Cambodian National team who
will work full-time in the delivery of water safety, rescue, resuscitation and survival swimming
training. SWIM is looking for an appropriate setting to teach survival swimming and robust
partnerships to enable safe teaching practice.

Positive feedback
“Thanks so much to SWIM Cambodia and Speedo for their contribution to Cambodian Society &
safety. Thanks to Ms. Lori (Principal), Ms. Elain and her family, Mr Sophak, Ms Leakena and iCAN
team from iCAN British International School for their support in this effort. A very special thanks to
Mrs Liz Walker and Mr Conrad Foote for your very organised and professional water safety program.
Mr Conrad your commitment to Cambodia and SWIM Cambodia was everything to us. Your clear and
detailed training approach was so important to our teaching to adults and children of Prey Veng
Province.”
Lakhena Ouk, SWIM trainer, Phnom Penh, Cambodia.
“Since I have involved with SWIM Cambodia to conduct the CPR training to the Children, Parents and
Youth in local community I found that it is really interesting and important. Not only the volunteer
trainers are inspired to deliver the training, but even the participants are really happy to joint and
learn this important life skill knowledge. I can found their smile, their loving to the training which
conducted by volunteers trainings through the photos shared. I found many case in social media that
Cambodian people helped children with drowning in the wrong way, and those children could be
saved by that wrong method. However, I hope the people when they have seen, know about the CPR
technique they would be safe for themselves and also be able to help others safe as well.”
Thang Makara, Program Officer, Youth Star Cambodia
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Collaboration
SWIM Cambodia volunteer trainers in partnership with iCAN British International School and Youth Star
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Dear, Ms. Neath and teams
According to your request by phoning me about my interest in water safety and CPR training which
was happened on date 21 May 2017. First of all, on my behalf of the children in Mlop Tapang I
would like to say thanks to the trainers for spending your precious time to train the children and
staffs. This training is very meaningful to children and their community in Sihanuk Ville. They’ve
learned and reserved to know about water safety and CPR. It is very good to have Swim Cambodia
came and train about water safety and CPR because drawing always happen as here is located near
by the sea and the beach and people don’t really know exactly to help. I hope and believe that the
children who have learned this course they will bring this education to practice in their living life and
help other children as well. Of course, they will share all of this information to others in their
community. Last but not least, I wish all the best luck to all the members in SWIM Cambodia.
Thanks,
Mr. Prum Pech, Education Team Leader, M’Lop Tapang
My name is Sorn Ramo, I am a volunteer staff for SWIM Cambodia organization. I am so proud to
have been training on water safety and CPR course. It is new for me, but I am really happy to share
my experience to the children and all the people in my community. Knowing about water safety is
really important to save ourselves and to help other people in need of help, especially children. CPR
is more effective than the traditional method that isn’t effective to the victim. As we know in
Cambodia, there are a lot of people who have been affected by drowning. I want to see everyone in
our communities with this knowledge so there is not one death from drowning.
Sorn Ramo
SWIM Cambodia trainer
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SWIM Cambodia trainers teaching children in a school in Prey Veng province

Appendix 1.
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Cambodia Water Safety Survey
SWIM Cambodia
Safety When It Matters (SWIM Cambodia) works with various organisations in the design and
delivery of the Aquatic Survival Programme (ASP). The ASP steering group meets to compare
demographic and share best practice which informs water safety education adapted for various low
and middle income countries. In Cambodia, Khmer volunteer SWIM Cambodia trainers are taught
about the importance of monitoring and evaluation.
Before commencing education is delivered, the volunteers use randomised sampling to select five
children from each class to complete a questionnaire on demographics and water safety education.
Demographic questions are asked to explore behaviours, activities and drowning risk of the children
in and around water. The children are also asked set questions to determine their knowledge around
Water Safety. Khmer volunteer SWIM Cambodia trainers conduct each interview out of earshot of
the other children to minimise bias. The following data was collected between November 2016 and
February 2018.
Demographics
105 children were interviewed from 15 different schools. The age range of the respondents were
seven to 17 years of age. Average age was 12 years. 50.48% were male and 49.52% were female.
The average number of siblings was 3.42.
Water Use

Did you tell someone you were
entering the water?

84% of the children interviewed told someone
Type of water body entered in the last 2 days
they were entering the water, 16 % did not.

51% (54) of children had entered water in
the last two days, 1.46 times on average.

48.15%

48.15%

Of these children, the majority entered a
river, followed by lake, pond and sea.
16%

The chart on the right shows the type of
water entered by the children in the last
two days.

84%

25.93%
Yes

14.81%

14.81%

Sea

Pond

20.37%

No

Lake

River

Swimming Other
Pool
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Of the 51% (54) children that entered the water in the last 2 days, 38% entered with friends, 29%
with a sibling, 17% with a parent. 3% of children entered alone.

Purpose of water entry

Who did you enter the water with?
3
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The majority of children, 84%, told someone where that they were entering the water.
16% of children did not tell someone they were entering the water
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Perception of Swimming Skills

Do you know how to swim?

56% (55) of children said they knew how to
swim and 44% said they did not know.

I know how to
swim

44%

56%

I don't know
how to swim

Self-perception of swimming
distance

When the children were asked about the
distance they could swim, 75% believed they
could swim for up to 10 meters, 23% thought

2%
23%

less than
10m
10-25m

75%

they could swim from 10 to 25 meters and
only 1.8% said they could swim for over 25
meters.

48%

Who taught the child to swim?

The children were asked ‘Who taught you to
swim?’ Of the 55 (56%) children who believed
they could swim, the majority taught
themselves to swim, followed by siblings,

15%

13%

3%

15%

7%

swimming lessons and friends as displayed in
the chart on the right. Only 1.8% believed they
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Discussion
51% (54) of children had entered water in the last two days, 1.46 times on average. Of these
children, the majority entered a river, followed by lake, pond and sea. In the Cambodian Accident
and Injury Survey (CAIS) 20071 it was found that most fatal drownings occurred in natural water
bodies with over a third occurring in ponds, followed by rivers and lakes. As part of this survey, 15%
of children had been in a pond in the last 2 days. Of the children interviewed in our study, 26% had
entered a lake in the previous 2 days. The CAIS revealed lakes as the leading location for drowning in
children aged 15 to 17 (60%).
98% of the children interviewed by SWIM volunteers believed that they were unable to swim more
than 25 meters. Given that only 1.8% believed they could swim 25 meters, it could be argued that
teaching was limited. Swimming instruction does not feature as part of a school education
curriculum with no standards set nationally. The CAIS found that more than one-third (38%) of all
fatal drownings occurred when the child was alone. Our small study suggests this risk remains with
many children entering water alone or with friends, many of whom may also not be able to swim.
A newspaper report from 24th July 2017 told of a brother aged 10 and sister aged 12 who died from
drowning trying to save their friend, aged 7, in a pond in Kandal province4. Rescue attempts made by
bystanders can often cause additional drowning fatalities. Teaching water safety skills is essential,
which includes teaching non-contact rescue methods using every day objects3.
In this survey, 16% of children did not tell someone that they were going into the water. The CAIS
showed that 44% of non-fatal drownings victims were accompanied by an adult aged 20 year or
over. 38% of children who drowned and survived, were accompanied by a child under 11-years- old.
The SWIM Cambodia study found that many children entering water for daily chores such as
accessing water bodies for Bathing, Collecting Water and Washing Clothes. It could be argued that
for many children living in rural Cambodia become accustomed to the risk and do not feel the need
to tell someone what they are doing. It remains to be seen whether the education we deliver can
have an impact on children’s water-behaviours and daily tasks given by their parents.
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Strengths, Limitations and Learnings
As these findings are from a small sample, these results cannot be considered as representative of
water behaviour for children living in Cambodia. However, these findings are useful in suggesting the
types of drowning risk facing the children whom were taught.
To measure the level of knowledge gained and knowledge retention, SWIM Cambodia aim is to ask
the same questions to the same five children six months following the initial date of Water Safety
education. However, the biggest challenge has been obtaining post data, with the volunteers finding
difficulty in tracking down the five children randomly selected from each class. We believe getting
this post data will be improved in the future, by recording the addresses and phone number of the
children’s parents to re-establish contact after six months.
48% of the ‘Type of water entered’ and 9% of ‘Purpose of water entry’ was described as ‘other’. To
gain more accurate information, SWIM will feedback recommendations to make changes to
questions asked to capture a more complete picture of children’s water behaviours.
SWIM Cambodia volunteers have shared learning and ideas for problem solving. Issues to overcome
has included the accuracy and integrity of answers given. Some data was excluded after it was found
that some children had been given the answers to the Water Safety questions. Whilst seeking to
understand Cambodian context, SWIM Cambodia have realised the need to over-emphasize the
need for accurate monitoring and evaluation, spending more time on training and development of
volunteers.
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Appendix 2.
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_Injury_Report_2007_Part1.pdf

2. RNLI Aquatic Survival Programme, 2017
https://rnli.org/what-we-do/international/international-resources
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https://link.springer.com/chapter/10.1007%2F978-3-642-04253-9_32
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Appendix 3.
Safety When It Matters features on
Speedo’s Swim Generation website

Appendix 4.
The International Water Safety
Foundation (IWSF) raised awareness
of global drowning injury and raised
funds for SWIM Cambodia through
the ‘Tread-a-thon’.

Appendix 5.
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Thank you!
The Safety When It Matters trustees would like to say thank you to the following people:
Gioia Dalosso Hemnell, Carl McFarlane, Lee Croucher, who gave their skills and time as SWIM
Cambodia trustees during our early stages of development.
iCAN British International School Lori Hastings –Principal. Volunteer Trainers: Soth Chanleakena, Ith
Srey Neath, Ouk Lakhena, Kun Narak, Pol Sreynuch (Nuch), Khong Sokkorn, Meas Sarapich (Pich),
Keo Sopheap, Run KimThan, Yan Dam and Chan Sovanna. Teachers -Tom Keenan and Adrian Francis
who ran the ultra-marathon and Philippa Statham who organized the Grease production raising
funds for SWIM Cambodia.
Youth Star Sharon Wilkinson- Trustee, Chheng Luy Tech -Acting Director. Thang Makara- Program
Officer. Volunteer trainers: Thoem Makara, Prum Dalin, Chhorng Sinan, Chheng Veasna, Chuang
Sochea, Chey Veith, Chhorm Sok Kea, Chhuon Chhavy, Nhem Kaneka, Sum Sichoeurn, Nou Socheat
and Horn Pheaktra.
International Water Safety Foundation Nathan Tschohl, who organised swimmimg team ins USA for
the ‘Tread-a-thon’ raising funds for SWIM Cambodia. Thanks also to Jenny Dobie and all at ABC
swimming in Liverpool who took part.
Speedo International & Swim Generation Celia Muir, Marketing Manager
ASEAN / Laerdal Singapore Ltd Elaine Yeo, Managing Director – for donation of manikins for
teaching resuscitation skills.
Nile Swimmers Tom Mecrow and Rebecca Sindall for giving expert advice.
A big thank you to all who have given are continuing to give kind donations and have supported our
work through social media. Please continue to support us through our next phase of development
and expansion.
Kind regards,
Conrad Foote, Dan Graham, Adele Peers and Noel Matthews.
Safety When It Matters (SWIM Cambodia).
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